
010414-West letter 

First Happy New Year ;   

I have thought long and hard about the horrible thing that took place in that board room on 
December nineteenth.  
 
The attorney was holding court and Wiggins was second chairman as they were out to explain 
how the big bad Charlie Wagner caused all this mess.   If you hadn't been a part of the whole 
thing since the beginning you would have believed him.   He was trying to convince us that the 
poor Attorney Franchis that decided to sue all ten thousand members didn't mean it  and if it 
wasn't for Charlie it never would have happened .  
  
But he got the facts a little wrong and he twisted the truth exactly what an attorney is supposed 
to do.  But the BIG Question is WHY, WHY, WHY???    Until  I  just couldn't take it any longer and 
blew .  I couldn't get out what I wanted to say which was, no, Charlie is not to blame for this.  
But wait,  yes he is, if it hadn't been for his bravery and persistence wanting to have open 
meetings and transparency , yes,  none of this would have happened.  But thank goodness for 
all who have stuck it out it is a pain in the --- to go to those meeting to listen to Wolberg pat 
himself on the back and Herrera spin the facts and no one but Charlie asking questions.  I have 
better things to do.  
 
 And then we have Luise patting himself on the back with that silly letter in the Enchantment.  
REALLY they are complying with the open meeting act and they had a great audit.  Why do you 
think they had a great audit?  Do you think maybe due to the fact that we have had a highly 
paid bookkeeper cleaning up the books and who knows what else?  None of this has been 
mentioned.     
 
 So it is now 2014 another year lets hope for the best Melissa Amaro will be taking her seat and 
Anne has had a year to review.  I would like to hear from her as to what she thinks about how 
the SEC can improve.  Thanks Charlie for sticking it out and thank you Charlene for all your hard 
work.  Happy New Year.  Charlene West. 
 


